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Abstract

With the development of biomedical language001
understanding benchmarks, Artificial Intelli-002
gence applications are widely used in the med-003
ical field. However, most benchmarks are004
limited to English, which makes it challeng-005
ing to replicate many of the successes in En-006
glish for other languages. To facilitate re-007
search in this direction, we collect real-world008
biomedical data and present the first Chinese009
Biomedical Language Understanding Evalua-010
tion (CBLUE) benchmark: a collection of nat-011
ural language understanding tasks including012
named entity recognition, information extrac-013
tion, clinical diagnosis normalization, and an014
associated online platform for model evalua-015
tion, comparison, and analysis. To establish016
evaluation on these tasks, we report empiri-017
cal results with the current 11 pre-trained Chi-018
nese models, and experimental results show019
that state-of-the-art neural models perform by020
far worse than the human ceiling.021

1 Introduction022

Artificial intelligence is gradually changing the023

landscape of healthcare, and biomedical research024

(Yu et al., 2018). With the fast advancement of025

biomedical datasets, biomedical natural language026

processing (BioNLP) has facilitated a broad range027

of applications such as biomedical text mining,028

which leverages textual data in Electronic Health029

Records (EHRs).030

A key driving force behind such improvements031

and rapid iterations of models is the use of general032

evaluation datasets and benchmarks (Gijsbers et al.,033

2019). Pioneer benchmarks, such as BLURB (Gu034

et al., 2020), PubMedQA (Jin et al., 2019), and035

others, have provided us with the opportunity to036

conduct research on biomedical language under-037

standing and developing real-world applications.038

Unfortunately, most of these benchmarks are devel-039

oped in English, which makes the development of040

the associated machine intelligence Anglo-centric.041

Meanwhile, other languages, such as Chinese, have 042

unique linguistic characteristics and categories that 043

need to be considered. Even though Chinese speak- 044

ers account for a quarter of the world population, 045

there have been no existing Chinese biomedical 046

language understanding evaluation benchmarks. 047

To address this issue and facilitate natural lan- 048

guage processing studies in Chinese, we take the 049

first step in introducing a comprehensive Chinese 050

Biomedical Language Understanding Evaluation 051

(CBLUE) benchmark with eight biomedical lan- 052

guage understanding tasks. These tasks include 053

named entity recognition, information extraction, 054

clinical diagnosis normalization, short text classi- 055

fication, question answering (in transfer learning 056

setting), intent classification, semantic similarity, 057

and so on. We evaluate several pre-trained Chi- 058

nese language models on CBLUE and report their 059

performance. The current models still perform by 060

far worse than the standard of single-human perfor- 061

mance, leaving room for future improvements. We 062

also conduct a comprehensive analysis using case 063

studies to indicate the challenges and linguistic 064

differences in Chinese biomedical language under- 065

standing. We intend to develop a universal GLUE- 066

like open platform for the Chinese BioNLP commu- 067

nity, and this work is a small step in that direction. 068

Overall, the main contributions of this study are as 069

follows: 070

• We propose the first Chinese biomedical lan- 071

guage understanding benchmark, an open- 072

ended, community-driven project with diverse 073

tasks. The proposed benchmark serves as a 074

platform for the Chinese BioNLP community 075

and encourages new dataset contributions. 076

• We report a systematic evaluation of 11 Chi- 077

nese pre-trained language models to under- 078

stand the challenges derived by these tasks. 079

We release the source code of the baselines as 080

a toolkit for future research purposes. 081
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Dataset Task Train Dev Test Metrics

CMeEE NER 15,000 5,000 3,000 Micro F1
CMeIE Information Extraction 14,339 3,585 4,482 Micro F1

CHIP-CDN Diagnosis Normalization 6,000 2,000 10,192 Micro F1
CHIP-STS Sentence Similarity 16,000 4,000 10,000 Macro F1

CHIP-CTC Sentence Classification 22,962 7,682 10,000 Macro F1
KUAKE-QIC Intent Classification 6,931 1,955 1,994 Accuracy

KUAKE-QTR Query-Document Relevance 24,174 2,913 5,465 Accuracy
KUAKE-QQR Query-Query Relevance 15,000 1,600 1,596 Accuracy

Table 1: Task descriptions and statistics in CBLUE. CMeEE and CMeIE are sequence labeling tasks. Others are
single sentence or sentence pair classification tasks.

2 Related Work082

Several benchmarks have been developed to eval-083

uate general language understanding over the past084

few years. GLUE (Wang et al., 2019b) is one of the085

first frameworks developed as a formal challenge086

affording straightforward comparison between task-087

agnostic transfer learning techniques. SuperGLUE088

(Wang et al., 2019a), styled after GLUE, introduce089

a new set of more difficult language understanding090

datasets. Other similarly motivated benchmarks091

include DecaNLP (McCann et al., 2018), which092

recast a set of target tasks into a general question-093

answering format and prohibit task-specific param-094

eters, and SentEval (Conneau and Kiela, 2018),095

which evaluate explicitly fixed-size sentence em-096

beddings. Non-English benchmarks include Rus-097

sianSuperGLUE (Shavrina et al., 2020) and CLUE098

(Xu et al., 2020), which is a community-driven099

benchmark with nine Chinese natural language un-100

derstanding tasks. These benchmarks in the general101

domain provide a north star goal for researchers102

and are part of the reason we can confidently say103

we have made great strides in our field.104

For BioNLP, many datasets and benchmarks105

have been proposed (Wang et al., 2020; Li et al.,106

2016; Wu et al., 2019) which promote the biomedi-107

cal language understanding (Beltagy et al., 2019;108

Lewis et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020). Tsatsaronis109

et al. (2015) propose biomedical language under-110

standing datasets as well as a competition on large-111

scale biomedical semantic indexing and question112

answering. Jin et al. (2019) propose PubMedQA, a113

novel biomedical question answering dataset col-114

lected from PubMed abstracts. Pappas et al. (2018)115

propose BioRead, which is a publicly available116

cloze-style biomedical machine reading compre-117

hension (MRC) dataset. Gu et al. (2020) create 118

a leaderboard featuring the Biomedical Language 119

Understanding & Reasoning Benchmark (BLURB). 120

Unlike a general domain corpus, the annotation of 121

a biomedical corpus needs expert intervention and 122

is labor-intensive and time-consuming. Moreover, 123

most of the benchmarks are based on English; ig- 124

noring other languages means that potentially valu- 125

able information may be lost, which can be helpful 126

for generalization. 127

In this study, we focus on Chinese to fill the gap 128

and aim to develop the first Chinese biomedical 129

language understanding benchmark. Note that 130

Chinese biomedical text is linguistically different 131

from English and has its domain characteristics, 132

necessitating an evaluation BioNLP benchmark de- 133

signed explicitly for Chinese. 134

3 CBLUE Overview 135

3.1 Design Principle 136

CBLUE consists of 8 biomedical language under- 137

standing tasks.Unlike CLUE (Xu et al., 2020) as 138

shown in Table 2, CBLUE has a diverse data source 139

(the annotation is expensive), richer task setting, 140

thus, more challenging for NLP models. We intro- 141

duce the design principle of CBLUE as follows: 142

1) Diverse tasks: CBLUE contain widespread 143

token-level, sequence-level, sequence-pair tasks. 144

2) Variety of differently distributed data: 145

CBLUE collect data from various sources, includ- 146

ing clinical trials, EHRs, medical forum, textbooks, 147

and search engine logs with the read-world distri- 148

bution. 149

3) Quality control with long-term maintenance: 150

We ask domain experts (doctors from Class A ter- 151

tiary hospitals) to annotate datasets and carefully 152
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Benchmark Language Domain Data Distribution Label Distribution

CBLUE Chinese medical long-tailed (CMeEE) non-i.i.d (CHIP-STS)
CLUE Chinese general uniform i.i.d
BLURB English medical uniform i.i.d

Table 2: Difference between CBLUE, CLUE and BLURB. There are three major differences: a) CBLUE has a
much more diverse task setting with different data sources in the biomedical domain including clinical trials, EHRs,
medical forum, text books and search engine logs; b) CBLUE has a long-tailed distribution which is challenging;
c) CBLUE contains a specific transfer learning scenario supported by the CHIP-STS dataset, in which the testing
set has a different distribution fromthe training set.

review data to ensure data quality.153

3.2 Tasks154

CMeEE Chinese Medical Named Entity Recog-155

nition, a dataset first released in CHIP20201, is156

used for CMeEE task. Given a pre-defined schema,157

the task is to identify and extract entities from the158

given sentence and classify them into nine cate-159

gories: disease, clinical manifestations, drugs, med-160

ical equipment, medical procedures, body, medical161

examinations, microorganisms, and department.162

CMeIE Chinese Medical Information Extraction,163

a dataset that is also released in CHIP2020 (Guan164

et al., 2020), is used for CMeIE task. The task is165

aimed at identifying both entities and relations in a166

sentence following the schema constraints. There167

are 53 relations defined in the dataset, including168

10 synonymous sub-relationships and 43 other sub-169

relationships.170

CHIP-CDN CHIP Clinical Diagnosis Normal-171

ization, a dataset that aims to standardize the terms172

from the final diagnoses of Chinese electronic med-173

ical records, is used for the CHIP-CDN task. Given174

the original phrase, the task is required to normal-175

ize it to standard terminology based on the Interna-176

tional Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) standard177

for Beijing Clinical Edition v601.178

CHIP-CTC CHIP Clinical Trial Classification,179

a dataset aimed at classifying clinical trials eligi-180

bility criteria, which are fundamental guidelines181

of clinical trials defined to identify whether a sub-182

ject meets a clinical trial or not (Zong et al., 2021),183

is used for the CHIP-CTC task. All text data are184

collected from the website of the Chinese Clini-185

cal Trial Registry (ChiCTR) 2, and a total of 44186

categories are defined. The task is like text clas-187

1http://cips-chip.org.cn/
2http://chictr.org.cn/

sification; although it is not a new task, studies 188

and corpus for the Chinese clinical trial criterion 189

are still limited, and we hope to promote future 190

researches for social benefits. 191

CHIP-STS CHIP Semantic Textual Similarity, a 192

dataset for sentence similarity in the non-i.i.d. (non- 193

independent and identically distributed) setting, is 194

used for the CHIP-STS task. Specifically, the task 195

aims to transfer learning between disease types on 196

Chinese disease questions and answer data. Given 197

question pairs related to 5 different diseases (The 198

disease types in the training and testing set are 199

different), the task intends to determine whether 200

the semantics of the two sentences are similar. 201

KUAKE-QIC KUAKE Query Intent Classifica- 202

tion, a dataset for intent classification, is used for 203

the KUAKE-QIC task. Given the queries of search 204

engines, the task requires to classify each of them 205

into one of 11 medical intent categories defined in 206

KUAKE-QIC, including diagnosis, etiology analy- 207

sis, treatment plan, medical advice, test result anal- 208

ysis, disease description, consequence prediction, 209

precautions, intended effects, treatment fees, and 210

others. 211

KUAKE-QTR KUAKE Query Title Relevance, 212

a dataset used to estimate the relevance of the title 213

of a query document, is used for the KUAKE-QTR 214

task. Given a query (e.g., “Symptoms of vitamin 215

B deficiency”), the task aims to find the relevant 216

title (e.g., “The main manifestations of vitamin B 217

deficiency”). 218

KUAKE-QQR KUAKE Query-Query Rele- 219

vance, a dataset used to evaluate the relevance of 220

the content expressed in two queries, is used for the 221

KUAKE-QQR task. Similar to KUAKE-QTR, the 222

task aims to estimate query-query relevance, which 223

is an essential and challenging task in real-world 224

search engines. 225
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3.3 Data Collection226

Since machine learning models are mostly data-227

driven, data plays a critical role, and it is pretty228

often in the form of a static dataset (Gebru et al.,229

2018). We collect data for different tasks from di-230

verse sources, including clinical trials, EHRs, med-231

ical books, and search logs from real-world search232

engines. As biomedical data may contain private in-233

formation such as the patient’s name, age, and gen-234

der, all collected datasets are anonymized and235

reviewed by the IRB committee of each data236

provider to preserve privacy. We introduce the237

data collection details followingly.238

Collection from Clinical Trials239

Clinical trial eligibility criteria text is collected240

from ChiCTR, a non-profit organization that pro-241

vides registration for clinical trial information for242

public research use. Eligibility criteria text is orga-243

nized as a paragraph in the inclusion criteria and244

exclusion criteria in each trial registry file. The245

meaningless text was excluded, such as "The crite-246

ria is as follows," and the remained text was anno-247

tated to generate the CHIP-CTC dataset.248

Collection from EHRs249

We obtain the final diagnoses of the medical250

records from several Class A tertiary hospitals and251

sample a few diagnosis items from different medi-252

cal departments to construct the CHIP-CDN dataset253

for research purposes. The diagnosis items are ran-254

domly sampled from the items not covered by the255

common medical synonyms dict. No privacy in-256

formation is involved in the final diagnoses.257

Collection from Medical Forum and Textbooks258

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, online consulta-259

tion has become more and more popular via the260

Internet. To promote data diversity, we select the261

online questions by patients to build the CHIP-STS262

dataset. Note that most of the questions are chief263

complaints. To ensure the authority and practicabil-264

ity of the corpus, we also select medical textbooks265

of Pediatrics (Wang et al., 2018), Clinical Pedi-266

atrics (Shen and Gui, 2013) and Clinical Practice3.267

We collect data from these sources to construct the268

CMeIE and CMeEE datasets.269

3http://www.nhc.gov.cn/

Collection from Search Engine Logs 270

We also collect search logs from real-world search 271

engines like the Alibaba KUAKE Search Engine4. 272

First, we filter the search queries in the raw search 273

logs by the medical tag to obtain candidate med- 274

ical texts. Then, we sample the documents for 275

each query with non-zero relevance scores (i.e., 276

to determine if the document is relevant to the 277

query). Specifically, we divide all the documents 278

into three categories, namely high, middle, and tail 279

documents, and then uniformly sample the data 280

to guarantee diversity. We leverage the data from 281

search logs to construct KUAKE-QTC, KUAKE- 282

QTR, and KUAKE-QQR datasets. 283

3.4 Annotation 284

Each sample is annotated by three to five domain 285

experts, and the annotation with the majority of 286

votes is taken to estimate human performance. Dur- 287

ing the annotation phase, we add control questions 288

to prevent dishonest behaviors by the domain ex- 289

perts. Consequently, we reject any annotations 290

made by domain experts who fail in the training 291

phase and do not adopt the results of those who 292

achieved low performance on the control tasks. 293

We maintain strict and high criteria for approval 294

and review at least 10 random samples from each 295

worker to decide whether to approve or reject all 296

their HITs. We also calculate the average inter- 297

rater agreement between annotators using Fleiss’ 298

Kappa scores (Fleiss, 1971), finding that five out 299

of six annotations show almost perfect agreement 300

(κ = 0.9). 301

3.5 Characteristics 302

Utility-preserving Anonymization Biomedical 303

data may be considered as a breach in the pri- 304

vacy of individuals because they usually contain 305

sensitive information. Thus, we conduct utility- 306

preserving anonymization following (Lee et al., 307

2017) to anonymize the data before releasing the 308

benchmark. 309

Real-world Distribution To promote the gener- 310

alization of models, all the data in our CBLUE 311

benchmark follow real-world distribution with- 312

out up/downsampling. As shown in Figure 1(a), 313

our dataset follows long-tail distribution follow- 314

ing Zipf’s law so that all data will inevitably be 315

long-tailed. However, long-tail distribution has no 316

4https://www.myquark.cn/
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(a) CMeEE

Sentence

Relation type Relation subtype

(b) CMeIE

Figure 1: Analysis of the named entity recognition and information extraction datasets. (a) illustrates the entity
(coarse-grained) distribution in CMeEE and the impact of data distribution on the model’s performance. We set
entity type Body with the maximum number of entities to 1.0, and others to the ratio of number or F1 score to
Body. (b) shows the relation hierarchy in CMeIE.

significant effect on performance. Further, some317

datasets, such as CMedIE, have label hierarchy318

with both coarse-grained and fine-grained relation319

labels, as shown in Figure 1(b).320

Diverse Tasks Setting Our CBLUE benchmark321

includes eight diverse tasks, including named en-322

tity recognition, relation extraction, and single-323

sentence/sentence-pair classification. Besides the324

independent and i.i.d. scenarios, our CBLUE325

benchmark also contains a specific transfer learn-326

ing scenario supported by the CHIP-STS dataset,327

in which the testing set has a different distribution328

from the training set.329

3.6 Leaderboard330

We provide a leaderboard for users to submit their331

own results on CBLUE. The evaluation system will332

give final scores for each task when users submit333

their prediction results. The platform offers 60334

free GPU hours from Aliyun5 to help researchers335

develop and train their models.336

3.7 Distribution and Maintenance337

Our CBLUE benchmark was released online on338

April 1, 2021. Up to now, more than 300 re-339

searchers have applied the dataset, and over 80340

teams have submitted their model predictions to our341

platform, including medical institutions (Peking342

Union Medical College Hospital, etc.), universities343

5https://tianchi.aliyun.com/
notebook-ai/

(Tsinghua University, Zhejiang University, etc.), 344

and companies (Baidu, JD, etc.). We will continue 345

to maintain the benchmark by attending to meet 346

new requests and adding new tasks. 347

3.8 Reproducibility 348

To make it easier to use the CBLUE benchmark, we 349

also offer a toolkit implemented in PyTorch (Paszke 350

et al., 2019) for reproducibility. Our toolkit sup- 351

ports mainstream pre-training models and a wide 352

range of target tasks. 353

4 Experiments 354

Baselines We conduct experiments with base- 355

lines based on different Chinese pre-trained lan- 356

guage models. We add an additional output layer 357

(e.g., MLP) for each CBLUE task and fine-tune the 358

pre-trained models. 359

Models We evaluate CBLUE on the following 360

public available Chinese pre-trained models: 361

• BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2018). We use the 362

base model with 12 layers, 768 hidden layers, 363

12 heads, and 110 million parameters. 364

• BERT-wwm-ext-base (Cui et al., 2019). A 365

Chinese pre-trained BERT model with whole 366

word masking. 367

• RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019). Compared 368

with BERT, RoBERTa removes the next sen- 369

tence prediction objective and dynamically 370
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Model CMeEE CMeIE CDN CTC STS QIC QTR QQR Avg.

BERT-base 62.1 54.0 55.4 69.2 83.0 84.3 60.0 84.7 69.1
BERT-wwm-ext-base 61.7 54.0 55.4 70.1 83.9 84.5 60.9 84.4 69.4
RoBERTa-large 62.1 54.4 56.5 70.9 84.7 84.2 60.9 82.9 69.6
RoBERTa-wwm-ext-base 62.4 53.7 56.4 69.4 83.7 85.5 60.3 82.7 69.3
RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large 61.8 55.9 55.7 69.0 85.2 85.3 62.8 84.4 70.0
ALBERT-tiny 50.5 35.9 50.2 61.0 79.7 75.8 55.5 79.8 61.1
ALBERT-xxlarge 61.8 47.6 37.5 66.9 84.8 84.8 62.2 83.1 66.1
ZEN 61.0 50.1 57.8 68.6 83.5 83.2 60.3 83.0 68.4
MacBERT-base 60.7 53.2 57.7 67.7 84.4 84.9 59.7 84.0 69.0
MacBERT-large 62.4 51.6 59.3 68.6 85.6 82.7 62.9 83.5 69.6
PCL-MedBERT 60.6 49.1 55.8 67.8 83.8 84.3 59.3 82.5 67.9

Human 67.0 66.0 65.0 78.0 93.0 88.0 71.0 89.0 77.1

Table 3: Performance of baseline models on CBLUE benchmark.

changes the masking pattern applied to the371

training data.372

• RoBERTa-wwm-ext-base/large. RoBERTa-373

wwm-ext is an efficient pre-trained model374

which integrates the advantages of RoBERTa375

and BERT-wwm.376

• ALBERT-tiny/xxlarge (Lan et al., 2019). AL-377

BERT is a pre-trained model with two objec-378

tives: Masked Language Modeling (MLM)379

and Sentence Ordering Prediction (SOP).380

• ZEN (Diao et al., 2019). A BERT-based Chi-381

nese text encoder enhanced by N-gram rep-382

resentations, where different combinations of383

characters are considered during training.384

• Mac-BERT-base/large (Cui et al., 2020). Mac-385

BERT is an improved BERT with novel MLM386

as a correction pre-training task.387

• PCL-MedBERT6. A pre-trained medical lan-388

guage model proposed by the Peng Cheng389

Laboratory.390

We implement all baselines with PyTorch391

(Paszke et al., 2019). All the training details can be392

found in the appendix.393

4.1 Benchmark Results394

We report the results of our baseline models on395

the CBLUE benchmark in Table 3. We notice that396

the model obtain better performance with larger397

pre-trained language models. Since Chinese text398

is composed of terminologies, and carefully de-399

signed masking strategies may be helpful for rep-400

resentation learning. However, we observe that401

6https://code.ihub.org.cn/projects/
1775

models which use whole word masking do not al- 402

ways yield better performance than others in some 403

tasks, such as CTC, QIC, QTR, and QQR, indicat- 404

ing that tasks in our benchmark are challenging and 405

more sophisticated technologies should be devel- 406

oped. Further, we find that ALBERT-tiny achieves 407

comparable performance to base models in tasks 408

of CDN, STS, QTR, and QQR, illustrating that 409

smaller models may also be efficient in specific 410

tasks. We think this is caused by the different dis- 411

tribution between pretrained corpus and Chinese 412

medical text; thus, large PTLMs may not obtain 413

satisfactory performance. Finally, we notice that 414

PCL-MedBERT, which tends to be state-of-the-art 415

in Chinese biomedical text processing tasks, while 416

does not perform as well as we expected. This fur- 417

ther demonstrates the difficulty of our benchmark, 418

and contemporary models may find it difficult to 419

quickly achieve outstanding performance. 420

4.2 Human Performance 421

For all of the tasks in CBLUE, we ask human am- 422

ateur annotators with no medical experience to 423

label instances from the testing set and compute 424

the annotators’ majority vote against the gold label 425

annotated by specialists. Similar to SuperGLUE 426

(Wang et al., 2019a), we first need to train the an- 427

notators before they work on the testing data. An- 428

notators are asked to annotate some data from the 429

development set; then, their annotations are vali- 430

dated against the gold standard. Annotators need 431

to correct their annotation mistakes repeatedly so 432

that they can master the specific tasks. Finally, they 433

annotate instances from the testing data, and these 434

annotations are used to compute the final human 435

scores. The results are shown in Table 4 and the 436

last row of Table 3. In most tasks, humans tend to 437
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CMeEE CMeIE CDN CTC STS QIC QTR QQR

Trained
annotation

annotator 1 69.0 62.0 60.0 73.0 94.0 87.0 75.0 80.0
annotator 2 62.0 65.0 69.0 75.0 93.0 91.0 62.0 88.0
annotator 3 69.0 67.0 62.0 80.0 88.0 83.0 71.0 90.0

avg 66.7 64.7 63.7 76.0 91.7 87.0 69.3 86.0
majority 67.0 66.0 65.0 78.0 93.0 88.0 71.0 89.0

best model 62.4 55.9 59.3 70.9 85.6 85.5 62.9 84.7

Table 4: Human performance of two-stage evaluation scores with the best-performed model. “avg” refers to
the mean score from the three annotators. “majority” indicates the performance taken from the majority vote of
amateur humans. Bold text denotes the best result among human and model prediction.

Overlap entity

22%
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Ambiguity 24%
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(a) Error Analysis in CMeEE

8.7%

Irrelevant description

Annotation error

Rare words Colloquialism

Multiple trigger

 Ambiguity

10.0%

11.2%

13.7%

7.5%
26.2%

22.5%

Need domain knowledge 

(b) Error Analysis in KUAKE-QIC

Figure 2: We conduct error analysis on datasets CMeEE and QIC. For CMeEE, we divide error cases into 6
categories, including ambiguity, need domain knowledge, overlap entity, wrong entity boundary, annotation error,
and others (long sequence, rare words, etc.). For KUAKE-QIC, we divide error cases into 7 categories, including
multiple triggers, colloquialism, ambiguity, rare words, annotation error, irrelevant description, and need domain
knowledge.

have better performance.438

4.3 Case studies439

We choose two datasets: CMeEE and KUAKE-440

QIC, a sequence labeling and classification task,441

respectively, to conduct case studies. As shown in442

Figure 2, we report the statistics of the proportion443

of various types of error cases7. For CMeEE, we444

notice that overlap entity8, ambiguity9, need do-445

main knowledge10, annotation error11 are major446

reasons that result in the prediction failure. Fur-447

thermore, there exist many instances with overlap448

entity, which may lead to confusion for the named449

entity recognition task. While in the analysis for450

KUAKE-QIC, almost half of bad cases are due to451

multiple triggers12 and colloquialism. Colloquial-452

ism13 is natural in search queries, which means that453

7See definitions of errors in the appendix.
8There exist multiple overlapping entities in the instance.
9The instance has a similar context but different meaning,

which mislead the prediction.
10There exist biomedical terminologies in the instance

which require domain knowledge to understand.
11The annotated label is wrong.
12There exist multiple indicative words which mislead the

prediction.
13The instance is quite different from written language (e.g.,

with many abbreviations)

some descriptions of the Chinese medical text are 454

too simplified, colloquial, or inaccurate. 455

We show some cases on CMeEE in Table 5. In 456

the second row, we notice that given the instance 457

of “皮疹可因宿主产生特异性的抗毒素抗体 458

而减少 (Rash can be reduced by the host pro- 459

ducing specificanti-toxin antibodies.)”, ROBERTA 460

and PCL-MedBERT obtain different predictions. 461

The reason is that there exist medical terminolo- 462

gies such as “抗毒素抗体 (anti-toxin antibodies)”. 463

ROBERTA can not identify those tokens correctly, 464

but PCL-MedBERT, pre-trained on the medical 465

corpus, can successfully make it. Moreover, PCL- 466

MedBERT can extract entities “缺失,易位,倒位 467

(eletions, translocations, inversions)” from the long 468

sentences, which is challenging for other models. 469

We further show some cases on KUAKE-QIC 470

in Table 6. In the first case, we notice that both 471

BERT and BERT-ext fail to obtain the intent la- 472

bel of the query “请问淋巴细胞比率偏高、中 473

性细胞比率偏低有事吗? (Does it matter if the 474

ratio of lymphocytes is high and the ratio of neu- 475

trophils is low?)”, while MedBERT can obtain the 476

correct prediction. Since “淋巴细胞比率 (ratio of 477

lymphocytes)” and “中性细胞比率 (ratio of neu- 478

trophils)” are biomedical terminologies, and the 479
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Sentence Word Label RO MB

血液生化分析的结果显示维生素B缺乏率
约为12%～19%。

血液生化分析 Ite Pro Pro

The results of blood biochemical analysis
show that vitamin B lack rate is about 12%
to 19%.

blood biochemical analy-
sis

Ite Pro Pro

皮疹可因宿主产生特异性的抗毒素抗体而
减少。

抗毒素抗体 Bod O Bod

The rash can be reduced by the host producing
specific anti-toxin antibodies.

anti-toxin antibodies Bod O Bod

根据遗传物质的结构和功能改变的不同，
可将遗传病分为五类：1.染色体病指染色
体数目异常，或者染色体结构异常，包括
缺失、易位、倒位等

缺失,易位,倒位 Sym, Sym,
Sym

O Sym, Sym,
Sym

According to the structure and function of ge-
netic material, genetic diseases are divided
into five categories: 1. Chromosomal dis-
eases refer to abnormal chromosome number
or chromosome structure abnormalities, in-
cluding deletions, translocations, inversions...

deletions, translocations,
inversions

Sym, Sym,
Sym

O Sym, Sym,
Sym

Table 5: Case studies in CMeEE. We evaluate roberta-wwm-ext and PCL-MedBERT on 3 sampled sentences, with
their gold labels and model predictions. Ite (medical examination items), Pro (medical procedure), Bod (body),
and Sym (clinical symptoms) are labeled for medical named words. O means that the model fails to extract the
entity from sentences. RO=roberta-wwm-ext, MB=PCL-MedBERT.

Query Model Gold
BERT BERT-ext MedBERT

请问淋巴细胞比率偏高、中性细胞比率偏
低有事吗？

病情诊断 病情诊断 指标解读 指标解读

Does it matter if the ratio of lymphocytes is high
and the ratio of neutrophils is low?

Diagnosis Diagnosis Test results
analysis

Test results
analysis

咨询：请问小孩一般什么时候出水痘？ 其他 其他 其他 疾病表述
Consultation: When do children usually get
chickenpox?

Other Other Other Disease
description

老人收缩压160，舒张压只有40多，是什么
原因？怎么治疗？

病情诊断 病情诊断 病情诊断 治疗方案

The systolic blood pressure of the elderly is 160,
and the diastolic blood pressure is only more
than 40. What is the reason? How to treat?

Diagnosis Diagnosis Diagnosis Treatment

Table 6: Case studies in KUAKE-QIC. We evaluate the performance of baselines with 3 sampled instances. The cor-
relation between Query and Title is divided into 3 levels (0-2), which means ‘poorly related or unrelated’, ‘related’
and ‘strongly related’. BERT = BERT-base, BERT-ext = BERT-wwm-ext-base, MedBERT = PCL-MedBERT.

general pre-trained language model has to leverage480

domain knowledge to understand those phrases.481

As shown in Table 5 and Table 6, compared with482

other languages, the Chinese language is very collo-483

quial even in medical texts. Furthermore, Chinese484

is also a tonal language, and the meaning of a word485

changes according to its tone, which usually causes486

confusion and difficulties for machine reading. In487

summary, we conclude that tasks in CBLUE are488

not easy to solve since the Chinese language has489

unique characteristics, and more robust models490

should be developed.491

5 Conclusion 492

In this paper, we present a Chinese Biomedical Lan- 493

guage Understanding Evaluation (CBLUE) bench- 494

mark. We evaluate 11 current language representa- 495

tion models on CBLUE and analyzed their results. 496

The results illustrate the limited ability of state-of- 497

the-art models to handle some of the more chal- 498

lenging tasks. In contrast to English benchmarks 499

such as GLUE/SuperGLUE and BLURB, whose 500

model performance already matches human perfor- 501

mance, we observe that this is far from the truth for 502

Chinese biomedical language understanding. 503
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Ethical Considerations504

We collected all the data with authorization from505

the organization that owned the data and signed the506

agreement. We release the benchmark following507

the CC BY-NC 4.0 license. All collected datasets508

are anonymized and reviewed by the IRB commit-509

tee of each data provider to preserve privacy. Since510

we collect data following real-world distribution,511

there may exist popularity bias that cannot be ig-512

nored.513
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A Broader Impact738

The COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019) pan-739

demic has had a significant impact on society, both740

because of the severe health effects of COVID-741

19 and the public health measures implemented742

to slow its spread. A lack of information fun-743

damentally causes many difficulties experienced744

during the outbreak; attempts to address these745

needs caused an information overload for both re-746

searchers and the public. Biomedical natural lan-747

guage processing—the branch of artificial intel-748

ligence that interprets human language—can be749

applied to address many of the information needs750

making urgent by the COVID-19 pandemic. Un-751

fortunately, most language benchmarks are in En-752

glish, and no biomedical benchmark currently ex-753

ists in Chinese. Our benchmark CBLUE, as the754

first Chinese biomedical language understanding755

benchmark, can serve as an open testbed for model756

evaluations to promote the advancement of this757

technology.758

B Negative Impact759

Although we ask domain experts and doctors to an-760

notate all the corpus, there still exist some instances761

with wrong annotated labels. If a model was cho-762

sen based on numbers on the benchmark, this could763

cause real-world harm. Moreover, our benchmark764

lowers the bar of entry to work with biomedical765

data. While generally a good thing, it may dilute766

the pool of data-driven work in the biomedical field767

even more than it already is, making it hard for768

experts to spot the relevant work.769

C Limitations770

Although our CBLUE offers diverse settings, there771

are still some tasks not covered by the benchmark,772

such as medical dialogue generation (Liu et al.,773

2020; Lin et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2020) or med-774

ical diagnosis (Wei et al., 2018). We encourage775

researchers in both academics and industry to con- 776

tribute new datasets. Besides, our benchmark is 777

static; thus, models may still achieve outstanding 778

performance on tasks but fail on simple challenge 779

examples and falter in real-world scenarios. We 780

leave this as future works to construct a platform 781

including dataset creation, model development, and 782

assessment, leading to more robust and informative 783

benchmarks. 784

D CBLUE Background 785

Standard datasets and shared tasks have played es- 786

sential roles in promoting the development of AI 787

technology. Taking the Chinese BioNLP commu- 788

nity as an example, the CHIP (China Health Infor- 789

mation Processing) conference releases biomedical- 790

related shared tasks every year, which has exten- 791

sively advanced Chinese biomedical NLP technol- 792

ogy. However, some datasets are no longer avail- 793

able after the end of shared tasks, which has raised 794

issues in the data acquisition and future research of 795

the datasets. 796

In recent years, we can obtain state-of-the-art 797

performance for many downstream tasks with the 798

help of pre-trained language models. A significant 799

trend is the emergence of multi-task leaderboards, 800

such as GLUE (General Language Understanding 801

Evaluation) and CLUE (Chinese Language Un- 802

derstanding Evaluation). These leaderboards pro- 803

vide a fair benchmark that attracts the attention of 804

many researchers and further promotes the develop- 805

ment of language model technology. For example, 806

Microsoft has released BLURB (Biomedical Lan- 807

guage Understanding & Reasoning Evaluation) at 808

the end of 2020 in the medical field. Recently, the 809

Tianchi platform has launched the CBLUE (Chi- 810

nese Biomedical Language Understanding Evalua- 811

tion) public benchmark under the guidance of the 812

CHIP Society. We believe that the release of the 813

CBLUE will further attract researchers’ attention to 814

the medical AI field and promote the development 815

of the community. 816

CBLUE 1.014 comprises the previous shared 817

tasks of the CHIP conference and the dataset from 818

Alibaba QUAKE Search Engine, including named 819

entity recognition, information extraction, clinical 820

diagnosis normalization, single-sentence/sentence- 821

pair classification. 822

14We release the benchmark following the CC BY-NC 4.0
license.
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E Detailed Task Introduction823

E.1 Chinese Medical Named Entity824

Recognition Dataset (CMeEE)825

Task Background As an essential subtask of826

information extraction, entity recognition has827

achieved promising results in recent years. Biomed-828

ical texts such as textbooks, encyclopedias, clinical829

trials, medical literature, electronic health records,830

and medical examination reports contain rich med-831

ical knowledge. Named entity recognition is the832

process of extracting medical terminologies, such833

as diseases and symptoms, from the above men-834

tioned unstructured or semi-structured texts, and835

it can help significantly improve the efficiency of836

scientific research. CMeEE dataset is proposed for837

this purpose, and the original dataset was released838

at the CHIP2020 conference.839

Task Description This task is defined as given840

the pre-defined schema and an input sentence to841

identify medical entities and to classify them into842

9 categories, including disease (dis), clinical symp-843

toms(sym), drugs (dru), medical equipment (equ),844

medical procedures (pro), body (bod), medical ex-845

amination items (ite), microorganisms (mic), de-846

partment (dep). For the detailed annotation instruc-847

tions, please refer to the CBLUE official website,848

and examples are shown in Table 7.849

Annotation Process The annotation guide was850

conducted by two medical experts from Class A851

tertiary hospitals and optimized during the trail852

annotation process. A total of 32 annotators had853

participated in the annotation process, including 2854

medical experts who are also the owner of the an-855

notation guideline, 4 experts from the biomedical856

informatics field, 6 medical M.D., and 22 master857

students from computer science majors. The anno-858

tation lasts for about three months (from October859

2018 to December 2018), as well as an additional860

month’s time for curation. The total expense is861

about 50,000 RMB.862

The annotation process was divided into two863

stages.864

• Stage1: This stage was called the trail annota-865

tion phase. The medical experts gave training866

to the annotators to make sure they had a com-867

prehensive understanding of the task. Two868

rounds of trail annotation were conducted by869

the annotators, with the purpose of getting870

familiar with the annotation task as well as871

discovering the unclear points of the guide- 872

line, and annotation problems were discussed, 873

and the medical experts improved the anno- 874

tation guidelines according to the feedback 875

iteratively. 876

• Stage2: For the first phase, each record was 877

assigned to two annotators to label indepen- 878

dently, and the medical experts and biomed- 879

ical informatics experts would give in time 880

help. The annotation results were compared 881

automatically by the annotation tools (devel- 882

oped for CMeEE and CMeIE tasks), and any 883

disagreement was recorded and handed over 884

to the next phase. In the second phase, medi- 885

cal experts and the annotators had a discussion 886

for the disagreements records as well as other 887

annotation problems, and the annotators made 888

corrections. After the two stages, the IAA 889

score (Kappa score) is 0.8537, which satisfied 890

the research goal. 891

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from autho- 892

rized medical textbooks or Clinical Practice, and 893

no personally identifiable information or offensive 894

content is involved in the text. 895

No PII is included in the above-mentioned re- 896

sources. The dataset does not refer to ethics, which 897

has been checked by the IRB committee of the 898

provider. 899

The original dataset format is a self-defined plain 900

text format. To simplify the data pre-processing 901

step, the CBLUE team has converted the data for- 902

mat to the unified JSON format with the permission 903

of the data provider. 904

Evaluation Metrics This task uses strict Micro- 905

F1 metrics. 906

Dataset Statistic This task has 15,000 training 907

set data, 5,000 validation set data, 3,000 test set 908

data. The corpus contains 938 files and 47,194 909

sentences. The average number of words contained 910

per file is 2,355. The dataset contains 504 common 911

pediatric diseases, 7,085 body parts, 12,907 clinical 912

symptoms, and 4,354 medical procedures in total. 913

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by: 914

• Key Laboratory of Computational Linguis- 915

tics, Peking University, Ministry of Education, 916

China 917

• Laboratory of Natural Language Processing, 918

Zhengzhou University, China 919
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Entity type Entity subtype Label Example

疾病
disease

疾病或综合症
disease or syndrome
中毒或受伤
poisoned or injured
器官或细胞受损
damage to organs or cells

dis

尿潴留者易继发泌尿系感染
Patients with urinary retention are
prone to secondary infections of the
urinary system.

临床表现
clinical manifestations

症状
symptom
体征
physical sign

sym

逐渐出现呼吸困难、阵发性喘憋，
发作时呼吸快而浅，并伴有呼气
性喘鸣，明显鼻扇及三凹征
Then dyspnea and paroxysmal
asthma may occur, along with
shortness of breath, expiratory
stridor, obvious flaring nares,
and three-concave sign.

医疗程序
medical procedure

检查程序
check procedure
治疗
treatment
或预防程序
or preventive procedure

pro

用免疫学方法检测黑种病原体的
特异抗原很有诊断价值，因其简
单快速，常常用于早期诊断，诊
断意义常较抗体检测更为可靠
It is of great diagnostic value
to detect the specific antigen of
a certain pathogen with immunoassay,
a simple and quick assay that is
intended for early diagnosis and
proves more reliable than the
antibody assay.

Table 7: Examples in CMeEE

• The Research Center for Artificial Intelli-920

gence, Peng Cheng Laboratory, China921

• Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen,922

China923

E.2 Chinese Medical Information Extraction924

Dataset (CMeIE)925

Task Background Entity and relation extraction926

is an essential information extraction task for nat-927

ural language processing and knowledge graph928

(KG), which is used to detect pairs of entities and929

their relations from unstructured text. The tech-930

nology of this task can apply to the medical field.931

For example, with entity and relation extraction,932

unstructured and semi-structured medical texts can933

construct medical knowledge graphs, which can934

serve lots of downstream tasks.935

Task Description Given the schema and sen-936

tence, in which defines the relation (Predicate)937

and its related Subject and Object, such as 938

(“subject_type”: “疾病”，“predicate”: “药物 939

治疗”，“object_type”: “药物”). The task re- 940

quires the model to automatically analyze the 941

sentence and then extract all the Triples = 942

[(S1, P1, O1), (S2, P2, O2)...] in the sentence. 943

Table 8 shows the examples in the data set, and 944

53 SCHEMAs include 10 kinds of genus rela- 945

tions, 43 other sub-relations. The details are in 946

the 53_schema.json file. For the detailed annota- 947

tion instructions, please refer to the CBLUE official 948

website, and examples are shown in Table 8. 949

Annotation Process The annotation guide was 950

conducted by two medical experts from Class A 951

tertiary hospitals and optimized during the trail 952

annotation process. A total of 20 annotators had 953

participated in the annotation process, including 2 954

medical experts who are also the owner of the an- 955

notation guideline, 2 experts from the biomedical 956
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Relation type Relation subtype Example

疾病_其他
disease_other

预防
prophylaxis

{’predicate’: ’预防-prevention’, ’subject’: ’麻
风病-Leprosy’, ’subject_type’: ’疾病-disease’,
’object’: ’利福-rifampicin’, ’object_type’: ’其
他-others’}

阶段
phase

{’predicate’: ’阶段-phase’, ’subject’: ’肿瘤-
tumor’, ’subject_type’: ’疾病-disease’, ’object’:
’I期-phase_‘’, ’object_type’: ’其他-others’}

就诊科室
treatment department

{’predicate’: ’就 诊 科 室-
treatment_department’, ’subject’: ’腹 主 动
脉 瘤-abdominal_aortic_aneurysm’, ’sub-
ject_type’: ’疾病-disease’, ’object’: ’初级医
疗 保 健 医 处-primary_medical_care_clinic’,
’object_type’: ’其他-others’}

疾病_其他治疗
disease_other treatment

辅助治疗
adjuvant therapy

{’predicate’: ’辅助治疗-adjuvant_therapy’,
’subject’: ’皮 肤 鳞 状 细 胞 癌-
utaneous_squamous_cell_carcinoma’, ’sub-
ject_type’: ’疾病-disease’, ’object’: ’非手术破
坏-non_surgical_destructio’, ’object_type’: ’其
他治疗-other_treatment’}

化疗
chemotherapy

{’predicate’: ’化疗-chemotherapy’, ’subject’:
’肿瘤-tumour’, ’subject_type’: ’皮肤鳞状细
胞癌-cutaneous_squamous_cell_carcinoma’, ’ob-
ject’: ’局部化疗-local_chemotherapy’, ’ob-
ject_type’: ’其他治疗-other_treatment’}

放射治疗
radiotherapy

{’predicate’: ’放射治疗-radiation_therapy’, ’sub-
ject’: ’非肿瘤性疼痛-non_cancer_pain’, ’sub-
ject_type’: ’疾病-disease’, ’object’: ’外照射-
external_irradiation’, ’object_type’: ’其他治疗-
other_treatment’}

疾病_手术治疗
disease_surgical treatment

手术治疗
surgical treatment

{’predicate’: ’手术治疗-surgical_treatment’,
’subject’: ’皮 肤 鳞 状 细 胞 癌-cutaneous
_squamous_cell_carcinoma’, ’subject_type’:
’疾病-disease’, ’object’: ’传统手术切除-
surgical_resection(traditional_therapy)’, ’ob-
ject_type’: ’手术治疗-surgical_treatment’}

Table 8: Examples in CMeIE

informatics field, 4 medical M.D., and 14 master957

students from computer science majors. The anno-958

tation lasts for about four months (from October959

2018 to December 2018), which contains the anno-960

tation time as well as the curation time. The total961

expense is about 40,000 RMB.962

Similar to the CMeEE dataset, the annotation 963

process for CMeIE also contains the trail annota- 964

tion stage and the formal annotation stage follow- 965

ing the same process. Besides, an additional step 966

called the Chinese segmentation validation step 967

was added for this dataset. The data provider has 968

developed a segmentation tool for the medical texts 969
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which could generate the segment as well as the970

POS tagging, and some specified POS types (like971

’disease,’ ’drug’) could help validate if there were972

potential missing named entities for this task auto-973

matically, which could help assist the annotators974

to check the missing labels. The final IAA for this975

dataset is 0.83, which could satisfy the research976

purpose.977

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from autho-978

rized medical textbooks or Clinical Practice, and979

no personally identifiable information or offensive980

content is involved in the text.981

No PII is included in the above-mentioned re-982

sources. The dataset does not refer to ethics, which983

has been checked by the IRB committee of the984

provider.985

Evaluation Metrics The SPO results given by986

the participants need to be accurately matched. The987

strict Micro-F1 is used for evaluation.988

Dataset Statistic This task has 14,339 training989

set data, 3,585 validation set data, 4,482 test set990

data. The dataset is from the pediatric corpus and991

common disease corpus. The pediatric corpus origi-992

nates from 518 pediatric diseases, and the common993

disease corpus is derived from 109 common dis-994

eases. The dataset contains nearly 75,000 triples,995

28,000 disease sentences, and 53 schemas.996

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by:997

• Key Laboratory of Computational Linguis-998

tics, Peking University, Ministry of Education,999

China1000

• Laboratory of Natural Language Processing,1001

Zhengzhou University, China1002

• The Research Center for Artificial Intelli-1003

gence, Peng Cheng Laboratory, China1004

• Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen,1005

China1006

E.3 CHIP - Clinical Diagnosis Normalization1007

Dataset (CHIP-CDN)1008

Task Background Clinical term normalization1009

is a crucial task for both research and industry use.1010

Clinically, there might be up to hundreds of differ-1011

ent synonyms for the same diagnosis, symptoms,1012

or procedures; for example, “heart tack” and “MI”1013

both stand for the standard terminology “myocar-1014

dial infarction”. The goal of this task is to find1015

the standard phrases (i.e., ICD codes) for the given 1016

clinical term. With the help of the standard code, 1017

it can help ease the burden of researchers for the 1018

statistical analysis of clinical trials; also, it can be 1019

helpful for the insurance companies on the DRGs 1020

or DIP-related applications. This task is proposed 1021

for this purpose, and the originally shared task was 1022

released at the CHIP2020 conference. 1023

Task Description The task aims to standardize 1024

the terms from the final diagnoses of Chinese elec- 1025

tronic medical records. No privacy information is 1026

involved in the final diagnosis. Given the original 1027

terms, it is required to predict its corresponding 1028

standard phrase from the standard vocabulary of 1029

“International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) 1030

for Beijing Clinical Edition v601”. For the detailed 1031

annotation instructions, please refer to the CBLUE 1032

official website. Examples are shown in Table 9. 1033

Annotation Process The Chinese Diagnostic 1034

Normalization Data Set (CHIP-CDN) was anno- 1035

tated by the medical team of Yidu Cloud. They are 1036

all composed of people with medical backgrounds 1037

and clinician qualification certificates. This work 1038

took about 2 months, and since the work was done 1039

by internal staff, the estimated cost was around 1040

100,000 RMB in total. 1041

The Chinese Diagnostic Normalization Data Set 1042

(CHIP-CDN) is completed by one round of label- 1043

ing, one round of full audit, and one round of ran- 1044

dom quality inspection. Labeling and review are 1045

completed by ordinary labeling personnel with clin- 1046

ical qualifications, and random quality inspections 1047

are completed by high-level terminology experts. 1048

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from 1049

EMR(electronic medical records), and only the fi- 1050

nal diagnoses part is chosen for research purposes. 1051

The dataset does not refer to ethics. 1052

As shown in the example table, the final diagno- 1053

sis has no PII included. 1054

The original dataset format is a self-defined xlsx 1055

format. To unify the data pre-processing step, the 1056

CBLUE team has converted the data format to 1057

the JSON format with the permission of the data 1058

provider. 1059

Evaluation Metrics The F1 score is calculated 1060

with (original diagnosis terms, standard phrases) 1061

pairs. Say, if the test set has m golden pairs, and 1062

the predicted result has n pairs, where k pairs are 1063
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Original terms Normalization terms

右肺结节转移可能大
Possible nodule metastasis
in the right lung

肺占位性病变##
Space-occupying Lesion of the Lung
肺继发恶性肿瘤##
Secondary Malignant Neoplasm of the Lung
转移性肿瘤
Metastatic Tumor

右肺结节住院
Hospitalization after detection
of nodules in the right lung

肺占位性病变
Space-occupying Lesion of the Lung

左上肺胸膜下结节待查
Subpleural nodule in the left
upper lung to be examined

胸膜占位
Space-occupying Lesion within the Pleural Space

Table 9: Examples in CHIP-CDN

predicted correctly, then:1064

P = k/n,R = k/m,F1 = 2 ∗ P ∗R/(P +R).
(1)1065

Dataset Statistic 8,000 training instances and1066

10,000 testing instances are provided. We split1067

the original training set into 6,000 and 2,000 for1068

the training and validation set, respectively.1069

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by1070

Yidu Cloud Technology Inc.1071

E.4 Clinical Trial Criterion Dataset1072

(CHIP-CTC)1073

Task Background Clinical trials refer to scien-1074

tific research conducted by human volunteers to1075

determine the efficacy, safety, and side effects of a1076

drug or a treatment method. It plays a crucial role1077

in promoting the development of medicine and im-1078

proving human health. Depending on the purpose1079

of the experiment, the subjects may be patients or1080

healthy volunteers. The goal of this task is to pre-1081

dict whether a subject meets a clinical trial or not.1082

Recruitment of subjects for clinical trials is gener-1083

ally done through manual comparison of medical1084

records and clinical trial screening criteria, which1085

is time-consuming, laborious, and inefficient. In1086

recent years, methods based on natural language1087

processing have got successful in many biomed-1088

ical applications. This task is proposed with the1089

purpose of automatically classifying clinical trial1090

eligibility criteria for the Chinese language, and1091

the original task is released at the CHIP2019 con-1092

ference. All the data comes from real clinical trials1093

collected from the website of the Chinese Clinical 1094

Trial Registry (ChiCTR) 15, which is a non-profit 1095

organization providing registration for public re- 1096

search use. Each 1097

Task Description A total of 44 pre-defined se- 1098

mantic categories are defined for this task, and the 1099

goal is to predict a given text to the correct category. 1100

For the detailed annotation instructions, please re- 1101

fer to the CBLUE official website. Examples of 1102

labeled data are shown in Table 10. 1103

Annotation Process The CHIP-CTC corpus was 1104

annotated by three annotators. The first annotator 1105

is Zuofeng Li, a principal scientist in Philips Re- 1106

search China, with more than a decade of research 1107

experience in the biomedical domain. Other an- 1108

notators were Zeyu Zhang (Ph.D. candidate) and 1109

Jinxuan Yang (Ph.D. candidate) in the biomedi- 1110

cal informatics field from Tongji University. The 1111

annotation started in July 2019 and took about 1 1112

month. Further, the corpus was used in the CHIP 1113

2019 shared task. The annotation was related to 1114

the annotator’s research project, and no payment 1115

was required. 1116

One experienced biomedical researcher (Z.L) 1117

and two raters (Z.Z and J.Y, Ph.D. candidate for 1118

biomedical informatics) of biomedical domains la- 1119

beled the CHIP-CTC corpus with the 44 categories. 1120

First, they studied these categories’ definitions, in- 1121

vestigated a large number of expression patterns 1122

of criteria sentences, and chose criteria examples 1123

of each category. Next, the two raters indepen- 1124

15http://chictr.org.cn/
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ID Clinical trial sentence Category

S1
年龄>80岁
Age: > 80

Age

S2
近期颅内或椎管内手术史
Recent intracranial/intraspinal surgery

Therapy or Surgery

S3
血糖<2.7mmol/L
Blood glucose < 2.7 mmol/L

Laboratory Examinations

Table 10: Examples in CHIP-CTC

dently annotated the same 1000 sentences, then1125

they checked annotations and discussed contradic-1126

tions with Z.L until consensus was achieved. This1127

step repeated 20 iterations, and 20000 criteria sen-1128

tences were annotated, which were later used to cal-1129

culate the inter-annotator agreement score (0.99201130

by Cohen’s kappa score). Finally, the remaining1131

18341 sentences were assigned to the two raters for1132

annotation.1133

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from the1134

Chinese Clinical Trial Registry (ChiCTR) website,1135

which is a non-profit organization providing regis-1136

tration for public research use. For each registered1137

clinical trial case on this website, it is already ap-1138

proved by the ethics committee of the organization.1139

In addition, the annotation and corpus have also1140

been reviewed and approved by Internal Commit-1141

tee on Biomedical Experiments (ICBE) in Philips.1142

It is encouraged to use the corpus for academic1143

research.1144

For each registered clinical trial report, no PII is1145

included.1146

The original dataset format is a self-defined csv1147

format. To unify the data pre-processing step, the1148

CBLUE team has converted the data format to1149

the JSON format with the permission of the data1150

provider.1151

Evaluation Metrics The evaluation of this task1152

uses Macro-F1. Suppose we have n categories,1153

C1, ..., Ci, ..., Cn. The accuracy rate Pi is the num-1154

ber of records correctly predicted to class Ci / the1155

number of records predicted to be class Ci. Recall1156

rate Ri = the number of records correctly predicted1157

as the class Ci / the number of records of the real1158

Ci class.1159

Average− F1 = (1/n)
n∑

i=1

2 ∗ Pi ∗Ri
Pi+Ri

(2)1160

Dataset Statistic This task has 22,962 training 1161

sets, 7,682 validation sets, and 10000 test sets. 1162

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by the 1163

School of Life Sciences and Technology, Tongji 1164

University, and Philips Research China. 1165

E.5 Semantic Textual Similarity Dataset 1166

(CHIP-STS) 1167

Task Background CHIP-STS task aims to learn 1168

similar knowledge between disease types based on 1169

the Chinese online medical questions. Specifically, 1170

given question pairs from 5 different diseases, it 1171

is required to determine whether the semantics of 1172

the two sentences are similar or not. The origi- 1173

nally shared task was released at the CHIP2019 1174

conference. 1175

Task Description The category represents the 1176

name of the disease type, including diabetes, hyper- 1177

tension, hepatitis, aids, and breast cancer. The label 1178

indicates whether the semantics of the questions 1179

are the same. If they are the same, they are marked 1180

as 1, and if they are not the same, they are marked 1181

as 0. Examples of labeling are shown in Table 11. 1182

Annotation Process The CHIP-STS corpus was 1183

annotated by five undergraduate annotators from 1184

medical colleges under the guidance of one surgeon 1185

and one physician. The task is relatively simple 1186

since it is a two-class classification one; the anno- 1187

tation process, as well as the time of verification, 1188

lasts for two weeks. A total of 30,000 sentences 1189

pairs are annotated, and the annotation expense is 1190

25,000 RMB. 1191

There are five types of diseases, so each annota- 1192

tor was assigned two types of disease to the label 1193

to guarantee that each type of disease was anno- 1194

tated by two raters. During the trail annotation 1195

process, each annotator was given 100 records to 1196

label, which aimed to test if they could understand 1197
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Question1 Question2 Label

糖尿病吃什么？
What should patients with diabetes eat?

糖尿病的食谱？
What is the recommended dietary
for patients with diabetes?

label:1

乙肝小三阳的危害？
What is the harm of hepatitis B
(HBsAg/HBeAb/HBcAb-positive)?

乙肝大三阳的危害？
What is the harm of hepatitis B
(HBsAg/HBeAg/HBcAb-positive)?

label:0

Table 11: Examples in CHIP-STS

the tasks thoroughly. Following that, the annota-1198

tors start to label the process, and medical experts1199

would give necessary help, like explaining the dis-1200

ease mechanism to assist the raters. Finally, each1201

record was labeled by two different labelers, and1202

the disagreed pairs were selected for discussion1203

and case study; the annotators would recheck the1204

previous labeled results according to the experts’1205

feedback. The IAA score was 0.93.1206

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from online1207

questions from the medical forum, and it doesn’t1208

refer to the ethics, which has been checked by the1209

IRB committee of the provider.1210

During the annotation step, sentences with PHI1211

information are discarded by the annotators man-1212

ually. The CBLUE team has also validated the1213

dataset record by record to guarantee there is no1214

PII included.1215

The original dataset format is a self-defined csv1216

format. To unify the data pre-processing step, the1217

CBLUE team has converted the data format to1218

the JSON format with the permission of the data1219

provider.1220

Evaluation Metrics The evaluation of this task1221

is Macro-F1.1222

Dataset Statistic This task has 16,000 training1223

sets, 4,000 validation sets, and 10,000 tests set data.1224

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by1225

Ping An Technology.1226

E.6 KUAKE-Query Intent Classification1227

Dataset (KUAKE-QIC)1228

Task Background In medical search scenarios,1229

the understanding of query intent can significantly1230

improve the relevance of search results. In particu-1231

lar, medical knowledge is highly specialized, and1232

classifying query intentions can also help integrate1233

medical knowledge to enhance the performance1234

of search results. This task is proposed for this 1235

purpose. 1236

Task Description There are 11 categories of 1237

medical intent labels, including diagnosis, etiol- 1238

ogy analysis, treatment plan, medical advice, test 1239

result analysis, disease description, consequence 1240

prediction, precautions, intended effects, treatment 1241

fees, and others. For the detailed annotation instruc- 1242

tions, please refer to the CBLUE official website. 1243

Examples are shown in Table 12. 1244

Annotation Process The KUAKE-QIC corpus 1245

was annotated by six annotators who graduated 1246

from medical college; they were employed by Al- 1247

ibaba as full-time employees for the KUAKE de- 1248

partment. They must get past the test for the spec- 1249

ified annotation tasks before the annotation starts. 1250

This task cost about 2 weeks, and the annotation 1251

fee was 6,600 RMB with 22,000 labeled records, 1252

that’s to say, 0.3 RMB / per record. 1253

The annotation process was divided into three 1254

steps: 1255

The first step was the trail annotation step; 2,000 1256

records were selected for this stage. The annotators 1257

were grouped into 2 groups, each with 3 persons. 1258

The data provider had a strict metric for quality 1259

control, say, the IAA between the three persons 1260

within the same group must exceed 0.9. 1261

The second stage is the formal annotation phase, 1262

and during this stage, 6 annotators were divided 1263

into three groups, each with 2 persons. A total of 1264

20,000 records were annotated; IAA for this step 1265

was 0.9230. 1266

The last step was the quality control step, the 1267

sampling strategy was adopted, and 300 records 1268

were sampled for validation; some common anno- 1269

tation problems were raised by the medical experts, 1270

and the data would be fixed in a batch mode. In 1271

addition, some disagreed cases were made final 1272

decisions by the medical experts. 1273
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Intent Sentences

病情诊断
disease diagnosis

最近早上起来浑身无力是怎么回事？
Why do I always feel weak after I get up in the morning?
我家宝宝快五个月了，为什么偶尔会吐清水带？
Why does my 5-month-old baby occasionally vomit clear liquid?

注意事项
precautions

哮喘应该注意些什么
What should patients with asthma pay attention to?
孕妇能不能吃榴莲
Can a pregnant woman eat durians?
柿子不能和什么一起吃
Which food cannot be eaten together with persimmons?
糖尿病人饮食注意什么啊？
What should patients with diabetes pay attention to about their diet?

就医建议
medical advice

糖尿病该做什么检查？
What examination should patients with diabetes receive?
肚子疼去什么科室？
Which department should patients with stomachache visit?

Table 12: Examples in KUAKE-QIC

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from user1274

queries from the KUAKE search engine, and it1275

doesn’t refer to the ethics, which has been checked1276

by the IRB committee of the provider.1277

During the annotation step, sentences with PHI1278

information or offensive information (like sexual1279

queries) are discarded by the annotators manually.1280

The dataset also got passed the data disclosure pro-1281

cess of Alibaba.1282

The CBLUE team has also validated the dataset1283

record by record to guarantee there is no PII in-1284

cluded.1285

Evaluation Metrics Accuracy is used for the1286

evaluation of this task.1287

Dataset Statistic This task has 6,931 training set1288

data, 1,955 validation set data, and 1,994 test set1289

data.1290

Dataset Provider The dataset is provided by Al-1291

ibaba QUAKE Search Engine.1292

E.7 KUAKE- Query Title Relevance Dataset1293

(KUAKE-QTR)1294

Task Background KUAKE Query Title Rele-1295

vance is a dataset for query document (title) rel-1296

evance estimation. For example, give the query1297

“Symptoms of vitamin B deficiency”, the relevant1298

title should be “The main manifestations of vitamin1299

B deficiency”.1300

Task Description The correlation between 1301

Query and Title is divided into 4 levels (0-3), 0 1302

is the worst, and 3 stands for the best match. For 1303

the detailed annotation instructions, please refer to 1304

the CBLUE official website. Examples are shown 1305

in Table 13. 1306

Annotation Process The KUAKE-QTR corpus 1307

was annotated by a total of nine annotators, among 1308

which seven were from third-party crowd-sourcing 1309

undergraduates from medical colleges, and two 1310

were from Alibaba full-time employees with medi- 1311

cal backgrounds. The crowd-sourcing annotators 1312

were required to get trained and pass the annotation 1313

test before they could execute the task. The annota- 1314

tions lasted for 2 weeks, and a total of 28,000 RMB 1315

was used. 1316

Similar to the KUAKE-QIC task, the KUAKE- 1317

QTR annotation process was divided into three 1318

steps with minor changes: 1319

The training and examination stage: The seven 1320

annotators got trained by the two FTE (full-time 1321

employee) experts to understand the tasks, then 1322

each one was given 200 records to label, which 1323

have ground-truth answer annotated by FTE ex- 1324

perts. The precision must be above 85% to get past 1325

the test. 1326

The second step was the formal annotation step, 1327

and Each annotator was given 3,000 records to la- 1328

bel, among which 100 were with golden labels. The 1329
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Query Title Level

缺维生素b的症状
Symptoms of Vitamin B deficiency

维生素b缺乏症的主要表现
What are the major symptoms of
Vitamin B deficiency?

3

大腿软组织损伤怎么办
How can I treat a soft tissue
injury in the thigh?

腿部软组织损伤怎么办
What’s the treatment for a soft tissue
injury in the leg?

2

小腿抽筋是什么原因引起的
What causes lower leg cramps?

小腿抽筋后一直疼怎么办
How can I treat pains caused by lower
leg cramps?

1

挑食是什么原因造成的
What is the cause of picky eating?

挑食是什么原因造成的
What is the cause of picky eating?

0

Table 13: Examples in KUAKE-QTR

annotation tools would automatically evaluate the1330

annotation quality by comparing the label between1331

the annotators’ ones and the golden ones. Help1332

would be given to the annotators if necessary. Only1333

the precision exceeding the threshold 0.85 would1334

be handed to the next round.1335

The last step was the quality control step, the1336

sampling strategy was adopted, and 100 records1337

were sampled for validation by the FTE medical1338

experts; bad cases would be returned to the crowd-1339

sourcing annotators to be fixed.1340

PII and IRB The corpus is collected from user1341

queries from the KUAKE search engine, and it1342

doesn’t refer to the ethics, which has been checked1343

by the IRB committee of the provider.1344

During the annotation step, sentences with PHI1345

information or offensive information (like sexual1346

queries) are discarded by the annotators manually.1347

The dataset also got passed the data disclosure pro-1348

cess of Alibaba.1349

The CBLUE team has also validated the dataset1350

record by record to guarantee there is no PII in-1351

cluded. One record with the NULL label was dis-1352

carded with the permission of the provider.1353

Evaluation Metrics Same as the KUAKE-QIC1354

task, accuracy is used for the evaluation of this task.1355

Dataset Statistic This task has 24,174 training1356

set data, 2,913 validation set data, and 54,65 test1357

set data.1358

Dataset Provider This dataset is provided by Al-1359

ibaba QUAKE Search Engine.1360

E.8 KUAKE - Query Query Relevance 1361

Dataset (KUAKE-QQR) 1362

Task Background KUAKE Query-Query Rele- 1363

vance is a dataset that evaluates the relevance be- 1364

tween two given queries to resolve the long-tail 1365

challenges for search engines. Similar to KUAKE- 1366

QTR, query-query relevance is an essential and 1367

challenging task in real-world search engines. 1368

Task Description The correlation between 1369

Query and Title is divided into 3 levels (0-2), 0 1370

is the worst, and 2 stands for the best correlation. 1371

For the detailed annotation instructions, please re- 1372

fer to the CBLUE official website. Examples are 1373

shown in Table 14. 1374

Annotation Process The same as KUAKE-QTR 1375

except for the expense, which is 22,000 RMB in 1376

total. 1377

PII and IRB The same as KUAKE-QTR. 1378

Evaluation Metrics Same with the KUAKE- 1379

QIC and KUAKE-QTR tasks, accuracy is used for 1380

the evaluation metrics. 1381

Dataset Statistic This task has 15,000 training 1382

set data, 1,600 validation set data, and 1,596 test 1383

set data. 1384

Dataset Provider This dataset is provided by Al- 1385

ibaba QUAKE Search Engine. 1386

F Experiments Details 1387

This section details the training procedures and 1388

hyper-parameters for each of the data sets. We 1389
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Query Query Level
小孩子打呼噜是什么原因引起的
What causes children’s snoring

小孩子打呼噜什么原因
What makes children snore?

2

双眼皮遗传规律
Heredity laws of double-fold eyelids

内双眼皮遗传
Heredity of hidden double-fold eyelids

1

白血病血常规有啥异常
What index of the CBC test will be abnormal for
patients with leukemia?

白血病血检有哪些异常
What index of the blood test will be abnormal
for patients with leukemia?

0

Table 14: Examples in KUAKE-QQR

utilize Pytorch to conduct experiments, and all run-1390

ning hyper-parameters are shown in the following1391

Tables. There are two stages in CMeIE, namely,1392

entity recognition (CMeEE-ER) and relation clas-1393

sification (CMeEE-RE). So we detail the hyper-1394

parameters in CMeEE-ER and CMeEE-RE, respec-1395

tively.1396

Requirements1397

• python31398

• pytorch 1.71399

• transformers 4.5.11400

• jieba1401

• gensim1402

Hyper-parameters for Specific Task is shown1403

in Table 15-261404

G Error Analysis for Other Tasks1405

We introduce the error definition as follows and1406

illustrate some error cases for other tasks in Table1407

27 to 32.1408

Ambiguity indicates that the instance has a sim-1409

ilar context but different meaning, which mislead1410

the prediction.1411

Need domain knowledge indicates that there1412

exist biomedical terminologies in the instance1413

which require domain knowledge to understand.1414

Need syntactic knowledge indicates that there1415

exists complex syntactic structure in the instance,1416

and the model fails to understand the correct mean-1417

ing.1418

Overlap entity indicates there exist multiple1419

overlapping entities in the instance.1420

Long sequence indicates that the input instance1421

is very long.1422

Annotation error indicates that the annotated 1423

label is wrong. 1424

Wrong entity boundary indicates that the in- 1425

stance has the wrong entity boundary. 1426

Rare words indicates that there exist low- 1427

frequency words in the instance. 1428

Multiple triggers indicates that there exist mul- 1429

tiple indicative words which mislead the prediction. 1430

Colloquialism (very common in the search 1431

queries) indicates that the instance is quite different 1432

from written language (e.g., with many abbrevia- 1433

tions), thus, challenging the prediction model. 1434

Irrelevant description indicates that the in- 1435

stance has lots of irrelevant information, which 1436

mislead the prediction. 1437
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Method Value
warmup_proportion 0.1

weight_decay 0.01
adam_epsilon 1e-8

max_grad_norm 1.0

Table 15: Common hyper-parameters for all CBLUE tasks

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 5 32 128 4e-5
bert-wwm-ext 5 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 5 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 5 12 65 2e-5
roberta-large 5 12 65 2e-5
albert-tiny 10 32 128 5e-5
albert-xxlarge 5 12 65 1e-5
zen 5 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 5 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 5 12 80 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 5 32 128 4e-5

Table 16: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a token classification head on top for named
entity recognition of the CMeEE task.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 7 32 128 5e-5
bert-wwm-ext 7 32 128 5e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 7 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 7 16 80 4e-5
roberta-large 7 16 80 2e-5
albert-tiny 10 32 128 4e-5
albert-xxlarge 7 16 80 1e-5
zen 7 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 7 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 7 20 80 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 7 32 128 4e-5

Table 17: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a token-level classifier for subject and
object recognition of the CMeIE task.
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Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 8 32 128 5e-5
bert-wwm-ext 8 32 128 5e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 8 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 8 16 80 4e-5
roberta-large 8 16 80 2e-5
albert-tiny 10 32 128 4e-5
albert-xxlarge 8 16 80 1e-5
zen 8 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 8 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 8 20 80 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 8 32 128 4e-5

Table 18: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a classifier for the entity pairs relation
prediction of the CMeIE task.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 5 32 128 5e-5
bert-wwm-ext 5 32 128 5e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 5 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 5 20 50 3e-5
roberta-large 5 20 50 4e-5
albert-tiny 10 32 128 4e-5
albert-xxlarge 5 20 50 1e-5
zen 5 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 5 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 5 20 50 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 5 32 128 4e-5

Table 19: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a sequence classification head on top for
screening criteria classification of the CHIP-CTC task.

Param Value
recall_k 200

num_negative_sample 10

Table 20: Hyper-parameters for the CHIP-CDN task. We model the CHIP-CDN task with two stages: recall stage
and ranking stage. num_negative_sample sets the number of negative samples sampled for the training ranking
model during the ranking stage. recall_k sets the number of candidates recalled in the recall stage.
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Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 3 32 128 4e-5
bert-wwm-ext 3 32 128 5e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 3 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 3 32 40 4e-5
roberta-large 3 32 40 4e-5
albert-tiny 3 32 128 4e-5
albert-xxlarge 3 32 40 1e-5
zen 3 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 3 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 3 32 40 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 3 32 128 4e-5

Table 21: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a sequence classifier for the ranking model
of the CHIP-CDN task. We encode the pairs of the original term and standard phrase from candidates recalled
during the recall stage and then pass the pooled output to the classifier, which predicts the relevance between the
original term and standard phrase.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 20 32 128 4e-5
bert-wwm-ext 20 32 128 5e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 20 32 128 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 20 12 40 4e-5
roberta-large 20 12 40 4e-5
albert-tiny 20 32 128 4e-5
albert-xxlarge 20 12 40 1e-5
zen 20 20 128 4e-5
macbert-base 20 32 128 4e-5
macbert-large 20 12 40 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 20 32 128 4e-5

Table 22: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a sequence classifier for the prediction of
the number of standard phrases corresponding to the original term in the CHIP-CDN task.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 3 16 40 3e-5
bert-wwm-ext 3 16 40 3e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 3 16 40 4e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 3 16 40 4e-5
roberta-large 3 16 40 2e-5
albert-tiny 3 16 40 5e-5
albert-xxlarge 3 16 40 1e-5
zen 3 16 40 2e-5
macbert-base 3 16 40 3e-5
macbert-large 3 16 40 3e-5
PCL-MedBERT 3 16 40 2e-5

Table 23: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a sequence classifier for sentence similarity
predication of the CHIP-STS task.
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Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 3 16 50 2e-5
bert-wwm-ext 3 16 50 2e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 3 16 50 2e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 3 16 50 2e-5
roberta-large 3 16 50 3e-5
albert-tiny 3 16 50 5e-5
albert-xxlarge 3 16 50 1e-5
zen 3 16 50 2e-5
macbert-base 3 16 50 3e-5
macbert-large 3 16 50 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 3 16 50 2e-5

Table 24: Hyper-parameters for the training of pre-trained models with a sequence classifier for query intention
prediction of the KUAKE-QIC task.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 3 16 40 4e-5
bert-wwm-ext 3 16 40 2e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 3 16 40 3e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 3 16 40 2e-5
roberta-large 3 16 40 2e-5
albert-tiny 3 16 40 5e-5
albert-xxlarge 3 16 40 1e-5
zen 3 16 40 3e-5
macbert-base 3 16 40 2e-5
macbert-large 3 16 40 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 3 16 40 3e-5

Table 25: Hyper-parameters of training the sequence classifier for the KUAKE-QTR task.

Model epoch batch_size max_length learning_rate
bert-base 3 16 30 3e-5
bert-wwm-ext 3 16 30 3e-5
roberta-wwm-ext 3 16 30 3e-5
roberta-wwm-ext-large 3 16 30 3e-5
roberta-large 3 16 30 2e-5
albert-tiny 3 16 30 5e-5
albert-xxlarge 3 16 30 3e-5
zen 3 16 30 2e-5
macbert-base 3 16 30 2e-5
macbert-large 3 16 30 2e-5
PCL-MedBERT 3 16 30 2e-5

Table 26: Hyper-parameters of training the sequence classifier for the KUAKE-QQR task.
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Sentence Golden RO ME

另一项研究显示，减荷鞋
对内侧膝骨关节炎也没有
效。

内侧膝骨关节炎|辅助
治疗|减荷鞋

膝骨关节炎|辅助治
疗|减荷鞋

膝骨关节炎|辅助治
疗|减荷鞋

Another study showed that
load-reducing shoes were
not effective for medial knee
osteoarthritis.

medial knee
osteoarthritis, adjuvant
therapy, load-reducing

shoes

medial knee
osteoarthritis, adjuvant
therapy, load-reducing

shoes

medial knee
osteoarthritis, adjuvant
therapy, load-reducing

shoes

精神疾病：焦虑和抑郁与
失眠症高度相关。

焦虑|相关（导致）|失
眠症

无|无|无 焦虑|相关（导致）|失
眠症

Mental illness: anxiety and
depression are related to in-
somnia.

anxiety, related cause,
insomnia

None|None|None anxiety, related cause,
insomnia

在狂犬病感染晚期，患者
常出现昏迷。

狂犬病|相关（转
化）|昏迷

无|无|无 无|无|无

In the late stage of rabies
infection, patients often ap-
pear comatose.

rabies, transform,
comatose

None|None|None None|None|None

Table 27: Error cases in CMeIE. We evaluate roberta-wwm-ext and PCL-MedBERT on 3 sampled sentences, with
their gold labels and model predictions. Each label consists of subject | predicate | Object. None means that the
model fails to predict. RO = roberta-wwm-ext, MB = PCL-MedBERT.

Sentence Label RO MB

右第一足趾创伤性足趾切断 单趾切断 足趾损伤 单趾切断
Right first toe traumatic toe cutting Single toe cut Toe injury Single toe cut

C3-4脊髓损伤 颈部脊髓损伤 脊髓损伤 脊髓损伤
C3-4 spinal cord injury Neck spinal cord

injury
Spinal cord injury Spinal cord injury

肿瘤骨转移胃炎 骨继发恶性肿
瘤##转移性肿
瘤##胃炎

反流性胃炎##转移
性肿瘤##胃炎

骨盆部肿瘤##转移
性肿瘤##胃炎

Tumor bone metastatic gastritis Junior malignant
tumor##Metastatic
tumor##Gastritis

Reflux
gastritis##Metastatic

tumor##Gastritis

Pelvic
tumor##Metastatic
tumor##Gastritis

Table 28: Error cases in CHIP-CDN. We evaluate roberta-wwm-ext and PCL-MedBERT on 3 sampled sentences,
with their gold labels and model predictions. There may be multiple predicted values, separated by a "##". RO =
roberta-wwm-ext, MB = PCL-MedBERT.

Sentence Label RO MB

既往多次行剖腹手术或腹腔广泛粘连者 含有多类别的语句 治疗或手术 治疗或手术
Previous multi-time crashed surgery or ab-
dominal adhesive

Multiple Therapy or Surgery Therapy or Surgery

术前认知发育筛查（DST）发现发育迟
缓

诊断 疾病 诊断

Preoperative cognitive development screen-
ing test(DST) finds development slow

Diagnostic Disease Diagnostic

已知发生中枢神经系统转移的患者 肿瘤进展 疾病 疾病
Patients who have been transferred in central
nervous system

Neoplasm Status Disease Disease

Table 29: Error cases in CHIP-CTC. We evaluate roberta-wwm-ext and PCL-MedBERT on 3 sampled sentences,
with their gold labels and model predictions. RO = roberta-wwm-ext, MB = PCL-MedBERT.
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Query-A Query-B Model GoldBE BE+ MB

汗液能传播乙肝病毒吗？ 乙肝的传播途径？ 0 0 0 1
Can sweat spread the hepatitis B
virus?

How is hepatitis B transmitted?

哪种类型糖尿病？ 我是什么类型的糖尿病？ 1 1 1 0
What type of diabetes? What type of diabetes am I?

如何防治艾滋病？ 艾滋病防治条例。 1 0 0 1
How to prevent AIDS? AIDS Prevention and Control

Regulations.

Table 30: Error cases in CHIP-STS. We evaluate performance of baselines with 3 sampled instances. The similarity
between queries is divided into 2 levels (0-1), which means ’unrelated’ and ’related’. BE = BERT-base, BE+ =
BERT-wwm-ext-base, MB = PCL-MedBERT.

Query-A Query-B Model GoldBE BE+ MB

吃药能吃螃蟹吗？ 你好，吃完螃蟹后，可不可以
吃药呢

3 3 3 0

Can I eat crabs with medicine? Hello, does it matter to take
medicine after eating crabs?

一颗蛋白卡路里。 一个鸡蛋白的热量。 1 1 0 3
Calories per egg white. One egg white calories.

氨基酸用法用量。 氨基酸的功效及用法用量。 2 2 2 1
Amino acid usage and dosage. Efficacy and dosage of amino

acids.

Table 31: Error cases in KUAKE-QTR. We evaluate performance of baselines with 3 sampled instances. The
correlation between Query and Title is divided into 4 levels (0-3), which means ’unrelated’, ’poorly related’,
’related’ and ’strongly related’. BE = BERT-base, BE+ = BERT-wwm-ext-base, MB = PCL-MedBERT.

Query-A Query-B Model GoldBE ZEN MB

益生菌是饭前喝还是饭后喝。
Should probiotics be drunk before
or after meals.

益生菌是饭前喝还是饭后喝比
较好。
Is it better to drink probiotics be-
fore or after meals

1 2 1 2

糖尿病能吃肉吗？
Can diabetics eat meat?

高血糖能吃肉吗?
Can hyperglycemic patients eat
meat?

1 1 1 0

神经衰弱吃什么药去根？
What drug does neurasthenic pa-
tient take effective?

神经衰弱吃什么药有效？
What drug does neurasthenic pa-
tient take effective?

0 0 2 2

‘

Table 32: Error cases in KUAKE-QQR. We evaluate performance of baselines with 3 sampled instances. The
correlation between Query and Title is divided into 3 levels (0-2), which means ’poorly related or unrelated’,
’related’ and ’strongly related’. BE = BERT-base, ZEN = ZEN, MB = PCL-MedBERT.
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